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A Brief Survey in Infinite Domains?
Vaishak Belle
University of Edinburgh & Alan Turing Institute, UK
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Abstract. The tension between deduction and induction is perhaps the most fun-
damental issue in areas such as philosophy, cognition and artificial intelligence
(AI). The deduction camp concerns itself with questions about the expressiveness
of formal languages for capturing knowledge about the world, together with proof
systems for reasoning from such knowledge bases. The learning camp attempts to
generalize from examples about partial descriptions about the world. In AI, his-
torically, these camps have loosely divided the development of the field, but ad-
vances in cross-over areas such as statistical relational learning, neuro-symbolic
systems, and high-level control have illustrated that the dichotomy is not very
constructive, and perhaps even ill-formed.
In this article, we survey work that provides further evidence for the connections
between logic and learning. Our narrative is structured in terms of three strands:
logic versus learning, machine learning for logic, and logic for machine learning,
but naturally, there is considerable overlap. We place an emphasis on the fol-
lowing “sore” point: there is a common misconception that logic is for discrete
properties, whereas probability theory and machine learning, more generally, is
for continuous properties. We report on results that challenge this view on the
limitations of logic, and expose the role that logic can play for learning in infinite
domains.
1 Introduction
The tension between deduction and induction is perhaps the most fundamental issue in
areas such as philosophy, cognition and artificial intelligence (AI). The deduction camp
concerns itself with questions about the expressiveness of formal languages for captur-
ing knowledge about the world, together with proof systems for reasoning from such
knowledge bases. The learning camp attempts to generalize from examples about partial
descriptions about the world. In AI, historically, these camps have loosely divided the
development of the field, but advances in cross-over areas such as statistical relational
learning [83, 38], neuro-symbolic systems [37, 28, 60], and high-level control [59, 50]
have illustrated that the dichotomy is not very constructive, and perhaps even ill-formed.
Indeed, logic emphasizes high-level reasoning, and encourages structuring the world in
terms of objects, properties, and relations. In contrast, much of the inductive machinery
assume random variables to be independent and identically distributed, which can be
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problematic when attempting to exploit symmetries and causal dependencies between
groups of objects. But the threads connecting logic and learning go deeper, far beyond
the apparent flexibility that logic offers for modeling relations and hierarchies in noisy
domains. At a conceptual level, for example, although there is much debate about what
precisely commonsense knowledge might look like, it is widely acknowledged that con-
cepts such as time, space, abstraction and causality are essential [68, 98]. In that regard,
(classical, or perhaps non-classical) logic can provide the formal machinery to reason
about such concepts in a rigorous way. At a pragmatic level, despite the success of
methods such as deep learning, it is now increasingly recognized that owing to a num-
ber of reasons, including model re-use, transferability, causal understanding, relational
abstraction, explainability and data efficiency, those methods need to be further aug-
mented with logical, symbolic and/or programmatic artifacts [17, 97, 35]. Finally, for
building intelligent agents, it is recognized that low-level, data-intensive, reactive com-
putations needs to be tightly integrated with high-level, deliberative computations [59,
50, 67], the latter possibly also engaging in hypothetical and counterfactual reasoning.
Here, a parallel is often drawn to Kahneman’s so-called System 1 versus System 2 pro-
cessing in human cognition [51], in the sense that experiential and reactive processing
(learned behavior) needs to be coupled with cogitative processing (reasoning, delibera-
tion and introspection) for sophisticated machine intelligence.
The purpose of this article is not to resolve this debate, but rather provide further
evidence for the connections between logic and learning. In particular, our narrative is
inspired by a recent symposium on logic and learning [13], where the landscape was
structured in terms of three strands:
1. Logic vs. Machine Learning, including the study of problems that can be solved
using either logic-based techniques or via machine learning, . . .;
2. Machine Learning for Logic, including the learning of logical artifacts, such as
formulas, logic programs, . . .; and
3. Logic for Machine Learning, including the role of logics in delineating the bound-
ary between tractable and intractable learning problems, . . . , and the use of logic
as a declarative framework for expressing machine learning constructs.
In this article, we particularly focus on the following “sore” point: there is a com-
mon misconception that logic is for discrete properties, whereas probability theory and
machine learning, more generally, is for continuous properties. It is true that logical
formulas are discrete structures, but they can very easily also express properties about
countably infinite or even uncountably many objects. Consequently, in this article we
survey some recent results that tackle the integration of logic and learning in infinite do-
mains. In particular, in the context of the above three strands, we report on the following
developments. On (1), we discuss approaches for logic-based probabilistic inference in
continuous domains. On (2), we cover approaches for learning logic programs in con-
tinuous domains, as well as learning formulas that represent countably infinite sets of
objects. Finally, on (3), we discuss attempts to use logic as a declarative framework for
common tasks in machine learning over discrete and continuous features, as well as us-
ing logic as a meta-theory to consider notions such as the abstraction of a probabilistic
model.
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We remark that this survey is undoubtedly a biased view, as the area of research is
large, but we do attempt to briefly cover the major threads. Readers are encouraged to
refer to discussions in [13, 38, 83], among others, to get a sense of the breadth of the
area.
2 Logic vs. Machine Learning
To appreciate the role and impact of logic-based solvers for machine learning systems, it
is perhaps useful to consider the core computational problem underlying (probabilistic)
machine learning: the problem of inference, including evaluating the partition function
(or conditional probabilities) of a probabilistic graphical model such as a Bayesian net-
work.
When leveraging Bayesian networks for machine learning tasks [56], the networks
are often learned using local search to maximize a likelihood or a Bayesian quantity. For
example, given dataD and the current guess for the network N , we might estimate the
“goodness” of the guess by means of a score: score(N ,D) ∝ log Pr(D | N) − size(N).
That is, we want to maximize the fit of the data wrt the current guess, but we would
like to penalize the model complexity, to avoid overfitting. Then, we would opt for a
second guess N ′ only if score(N ′,D) > score(N ,D). Needless to say, even with a
reasonable local search procedure, the most significant computational effort here is that
of probabilistic inference.
Reasoning in such networks becomes especially challenging with logical syntax.
The prevalence of large-scale social networks, machine reading domains, and other
types of relational knowledge bases has led to numerous formalisms that borrow the
syntax of predicate logic for probabilistic modeling [78, 85, 81, 93]. This has led to a
large family of solvers for the weighted model counting (WMC) problem [39, 20]. The
idea is this: given a Bayesian network, a relational Bayesian network, a factor graph, or
a probabilistic program [84], one considers an encoding of the formalism as a weighted
propositional theory, consisting of a propositional theory ∆ and a weight function w
that maps atoms in ∆ to R+. Recall that SAT is the problem of finding an assignment to
such a ∆, whereas #SAT counts the number of assignments for ∆. WMC extends #SAT
by computing the sum of the weights of all assignments: that is, given a set of models
M(∆) = {M | M |= ∆}, we evaluate the quantity W(∆) =
∑
M∈M(∆) w(M) where w(M)
is factorized in terms of the atoms true at M. To obtain the conditional probability of a
query q against evidence e (wrt the theory ∆), we define Pr(q | e) = W(∆∧q∧e)/W(∆∧e).
The popularity of WMC can be explained as follows. Its formulation elegantly de-
couples the logical or symbolic representation from the numeric representation, which
is encapsulated in the weight function. When building solvers, this allows us to rea-
son about logical equivalence and reuse SAT solving technology (such as constraint
propagation and clause learning). WMC also makes it more natural to reason about de-
terministic, hard constraints in a probabilistic context [20]. Both exact solvers, based
on knowledge compilation [23], as well as approximate solvers [19] have emerged in
the recent years, as have lifted techniques [95] that exploit the relational syntax during
inference (but in a finite domain setting). For ideas on generating such representations
randomly to assess scalability and compare inference algorithms, see [29], for example.
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On the point of modelling finite vs infinite properties, note that owing to the under-
lying propositional language, the formulation is limited to discrete random variables. A
similar observation can be made for SAT, which for the longest time could only be ap-
plied in discrete domains. This changed with the increasing popularity of satisfiability
modulo theories (SMT) [4], which enable us to, for example, reason about the satisfi-
ability of linear constraints over the rationals. Extending earlier insights on piecewise-
polynomial weight functions [89, 88], the formulation of weighted model integration
(WMI) was proposed in [12]. WMI extends WMC by leveraging the idea that SMT
theories can represent mixtures of Boolean and continuous variables: for example, a
formula such as p ∧ (x > 5) denotes the logical conjunction of a Boolean variable p
and a real-valued variable x taking values greater than 5. For every assignment to the
Boolean and continuous variables, the WMI problem defines a weight. The total WMI
is computed by integrating these weights over the domain of solutions to ∆, which is
a mixed discrete-continuous (or simply hybrid) space. Consider, for example, the spe-
cial case when ∆ has no Boolean variables, and the weight of every model is 1. Then,
the WMI simplifies to computing the volume of the polytope encoded in ∆. When we
additionally allow for Boolean variables in ∆, this special case becomes the hybrid ver-
sion of #SAT, known as #SMT [21]. Since that proposal, numerous advances have been
made on building efficient WMI solvers (e.g., [74, 69, 99]) including the development
of compilation targets [53, 54, 100].
Note that WMI proposes an extension of WMC for uncountably infinite (i.e., con-
tinuous) domains. What about countably infinite domains? The latter type is particularly
useful for reasoning in (general) first-order settings, where we may say that a property
such as ∀x, y, z(parent(x, y) ∧ parent(y, z) ⊃ grandparent(x, z)) applies to every possi-
ble x, y and z. Of course, in the absence of the finite domain assumption, reasoning in
the first-order setting suffers from undecidability properties, and so various strategies
have emerged for reasoning about an open universe [87]. One popular approach is to
perform forward reasoning, where samples needed for probability estimation are ob-
tained from the facts and declarations in the probabilistic model [87, 45]. Each such
sample corresponds to a possible world. But there may be (countably or uncountably)
infinitely many worlds, and so exact inference is usually sacrificed. A second approach
is to restrict the model wrt the query and evidence atoms and define estimation from
the resulting finite sub-model [70, 90, 41], which may also be substantiated with exact
inference in special cases [6, 7].
Given the successes of logic-based solvers for inference and probability estimation,
one might wonder whether such solvers would also be applicable to learning tasks in
models with relational features and hard, deterministic constraints? These, in addition
to other topics, are considered in the next section.
3 Machine Learning for Logic
At least since the time of Socrates, inductive reasoning has been a core issue for the
logical worldview, as we need a mechanism for obtaining axiomatic knowledge. In that
regard, the learning of logical and symbolic artifacts is an important issue in AI, and
computer science more generally [43]. There is a considerable body of work on learning
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propositional and relational formulas, and in context of probabilistic information, learn-
ing weighted formulas [13, 75, 26, 83]. Approaches can be broadly lumped together as
follows.
1. Entailment-based scoring: Given a logical languageL, background knowledgeB ⊂
L, examples D (usually a set of L-atoms), find a hypothesis H ∈ H ,H ⊂ L such
that B ∪ H entail the instances in D. Here, the set H places restrictions of the
syntax of H so as to control model complexity and generalization. (For example,
H = D is a trivial hypothesis that satisfies the entailment stipulation.)
2. Likelihood-based scoring: Given L,B and D as defined above, find H ⊂ L such
that score(H ,D) > score(H ′,D) for every H ′ , H . As discussed before, we
might define score(H ,D) ∝ log Pr(D | H)− size(H). Here, likeH above, size(H)
attempts to the control model complexity and generalization.
Many recipes based on these schemes are possible. For example, we may use entailment-
based inductive synthesis for an initial estimate of the hypothesis, and then resort to
Bayesian scoring models [85]. The synthesis step might invoke neural machinery [35].
We might not require that the hypothesis entails every example inD but only the largest
consistent subset, which is sensible when we expect the examples to be noisy [26]. We
might compile B to an efficient data structure, and perform likelihood-based scoring on
that structure [63], and so B could be seen as deterministic domain-specific constraints.
Finally, we might stipulate the conditions under which a “correct” hypothesis may be
inferred wrt unknown ground truth, only a subset of which is provided in D. This is
perhaps best represented by the (probably approximately correct) PAC-semantics that
captures the quality possessed by the output of learning algorithm whilst costing for the
number of examples that need to be observed [94, 22]. (But other formulations are also
possible, e.g., [42].)
This discussion pertained to finite domains. What about continuous spaces? By
means of arithmetic fragments and formulations like WMI, it should be clear that it
now becomes possible to extend the above schemes to learn continuous properties. For
example, one could learn linear expressions from data [55]. For an account that also
tries to evaluate a hypothesis that is correct wrt unknown ground truth, see [72]. If the
overall objective is to obtain a distribution of the data, other possibilities present them-
selves. In [77], for example, real-valued data points are first lumped together to obtain
atomic continuous random variables. From these, relational formulas are constructed so
as to yield hybrid probabilistic programs. The learning is based on likelihood scoring.
In [91], the real-valued data points are first intervalized, and polynomials are learned
for those intervals based on likelihood scoring. These weighted atoms are then used for
learning clauses by entailment judgements [26].
Such ideas can also be extended to data structures inspired by knowledge compila-
tion, often referred to as circuits [20, 82]. Knowledge compilation [25] arose as a way
to represent logical theories in a manner where certain kinds of computations (e.g.,
checking satisfiability) is significantly more effective, often polynomial in the size of
the circuit. In the context of probabilistic inference, the idea was to then position proba-
bility estimation to also be computable in time polynomial in the size of the circuit [20,
82]. Consequently, (say) by means of likelihood-based scoring, the learning of circuits
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is particularly attractive because once learned, the bottleneck of inference is alleviated
[66, 63]. In [73, 15], along the lines of the work above on learning logical formulas in
continuous domains, it is shown that the learning of circuits can also be coupled with
WMI.
What about countably infinite domains? In most pragmatic instances of learning
logical artifacts, the difference between the uncountable and countably infinite setting
is this: in the former, we see finitely many real-valued samples as being drawn from
an (unknown) interval, and we could inspect these samples to crudely infer a lower
and upper bound. In the latter, based on finitely many relational atoms, we would need
to infer a universally quantified clause, such as ∀x, y, z(parent(x, y) ∧ parent(y, z) ⊃
grandparent(x, z)). If we are after a hypothesis that is simply guaranteed to be consistent
wrt the observed examples, then standard rule induction strategies would suffice [75],
and we could interpret the rules as quantifying over a countably infinite domain. But this
is somewhat unsatisfactory, as there is no distinction between the rules learned in the
standard finite setting and its supposed applicability to the infinite setting. What is really
needed is an analysis of what rule learning would mean wrt the infinitely many exam-
ples that have not been observed. This was recently considered via the PAC-semantics
in [10], by appealing to ideas on reasoning with open universes discussed earlier [6].
Before concluding this section, it is worth noting that although the above discussion
is primarily related to the learning of logical artifacts, it can equivalently be seen as a
class of machine learning methods that leverage symbolic domain knowledge [30]. In-
deed, logic-based probabilistic inference over deterministic constraints, and entailment-
based induction augmented with background knowledge are instances of such a class.
Analogously, the automated construction of relational and statistical knowledge bases
[79, 18] by combining background knowledge with extracted tuples (obtained, for ex-
ample, by applying natural language processing techniques to large textual data) is an-
other instance of such a class.
In the next section, we will consider yet another way in which logical and symbolic
artifacts can influence learning: we will see how such artifacts are useful to enable
tractability, correctness, modularity and compositionality.
4 Logic for Machine Learning
There are two obvious ways in which a logical framework can provide insights on ma-
chine learning theory. First, consider that computational tractability is of central con-
cern when applying logic in computer science, knowledge representation, database the-
ory and search [65, 62, 71]. Thus, the natural question to wonder is whether these ideas
would carry over to probabilistic machine learning. On the one hand, probabilistic ex-
tensions to tractable knowledge representation frameworks could be considered [57].
But on the other, as discussed previously, ideas from knowledge compilation, and the
use of circuits, in particular, are proving very effective for designing tractable paradigms
for machine learning. While there has always been an interest in capturing tractable dis-
tributions by means of low tree-width models [2], knowledge compilation has provided
a way to also represent high tree-width models and enable exact inference for a range
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of queries [82, 63]. See [24] for a comprehensive view on the use of knowledge compi-
lation for machine learning.
The other obvious way logic can provide insights on machine learning theory is
by offering a formal apparatus to reason about context. Machine learning problems are
often positioned as atomic tasks, such as a classification task where regions of images
need to be labeled as cats or dogs. However, even in that limited context, we imagine
the resulting classification system as being deployed as part of a larger system, which
includes various modules that communicate or interface with the classification system.
We imagine an implicit accountability to the labelling task in that the detected object is
either a cat or a dog, but not both. If there is information available that all the entities
surrounding the object of interest have been labelled as lions, we would want to accord a
high probability to the object being a cat, possibly a wild cat. There is a very low chance
of the object being a dog, then. If this is part of a vision system on a robot, we should
ensure that the robot never tramples on the object, regardless of whether it is a type of
cat or a dog. To inspect such patterns, and provide meta-theory for machine learning, it
can be shown that symbolic, programmatic and logical artifacts are enormously useful.
We will specifically consider correctness, modularity and compositionality to explore
the claim.
On the topic of correctness, the classical framework in computer science is verifi-
cation: can we provide a formal specification of what is desired, and can the system
be checked against that specification? In a machine learning context, we might ask
whether the system, during or after training, satisfies a specification. The specification
here might mean constraints about the physical laws of the domain, or notions of per-
turbation in the input space while ensuring that the labels do not change, or insisting
that the prediction does not label an object as being both a cat and a dog, or other-
wise ensuring that outcomes are not subject to, say, gender bias. Although there is a
broad body of work on such issues, touching more generally on trust [86], we discuss
approaches closer to the thrust of this article. For example, [49] show that a trained
neural network can be verified by means of an SMT encoding of the network. In re-
cent work, [96] show that the loss function of deep learning systems can be adjusted
to logical constraints by insisting that the distribution on the predictions is proportional
to the weighted model count of those constraints. In [63], prior (logical) constraints are
compiled to a circuit to be used for probability estimation. In [80], circuits are shown
to be amenable to training against probabilistic and causal prior constraints, including
assertions about fairness, for example.
In [32, 67], a somewhat different approach to respecting domain constraints is taken:
the low-level prediction is obtained as usual from a machine learning module, which is
then interfaced with a probabilistic relational language and its symbolic engine. That
is, the reasoning is positioned to be tackled directly by the symbolic engine. In a
sense, such approaches cut across the three strands: the symbolic engine uses weighted
model counting, the formulas in the language could be obtained by (say) entailment-
based scoring, and the resulting language supports modularity and compositionality
(discussed below).
While there is not much to be said about the distinction between finite vs infinite
wrt correctness, many of these ideas are likely amenable to extensions to an infinite
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setting in the ways discussed in the previous sections (e.g., considering constraints of a
continuous or a countably infinite nature).
On the topic of modularity, recall that the general idea is to reduce, simplify or
otherwise abstract a (probabilistic) computation as an atomic entity, which is then to
be referenced in another, possibly more complex, entity. In standard programming lan-
guages, this might mean the compartmentalization and interrelation of computational
entities. For machine learning, approaches such as probabilistic programming [40, 27]
support probabilistic primitives in the language, with the intention of making learning
modules re-usable and modular. It can be shown, for example, that the computational
semantics of some of these languages reduce to WMC [36, 48]. Thus, in the infinite
case, a corresponding reduction to WMI follows [31, 91, 1].
A second dimension to modularity is the notion of abstraction. Here, we seek to
model, reason and explain the behavior of systems in a more tractable search space, by
omitting irrelevant details. The idea is widely used in natural and social sciences. Think
of understanding the political dynamics of elections by studying micro level phenomena
(say, voter grievances in counties) versus macro level events (e.g., television advertise-
ments, gerrymandering). In particular, in computer science, it is often understood as the
process of mapping one representation onto a simpler representation by suppressing ir-
relevant information. In fact, integrating low-level behavior with high-level reasoning,
exploiting relational representations to reduce the number of inference computations,
and many other search space reduction techniques can all loosely be seen as instances
of abstraction [8].
While there has been significant work on abstraction in deterministic systems [3],
for machine learning, however, a probabilistic variant is clearly needed. In [47], an
account of abstraction for loop-free propositional probabilistic programs is provided,
where certain parts of the program (possibly involving continuous properties) can be
reduced to a Bernoulli random variable. For example, suppose every occurrence of the
continuous random variable x, drawn uniformly on the interval [0,1], in a program is
either of the form x ≤ 7 or of the form x > 7. Then, we could use a discrete random
variable b with a 0.7 probability of being true to capture x ≤ 7; and analogously, ¬b
to capture x > 7. The resulting program is likely to be simpler. In [8], an account of
abstraction for probabilistic relational models is considered, where the notion of ab-
straction also extends to deterministic constraints and complex formulas. For example,
a single probabilistic variable in the abstracted model could denote a complex logical
formula in the original model. Moreover, the logical properties that enable verifying
and inducing abstractions are also considered, and it is shown how WMC is sufficient
for the computability of these properties (also see [48]).
Incidentally, abstraction brings to light a reduction between finite vs infinite: it is
shown in [8] that the modelling of piecewise densities as weighted propositions, which
is leveraged in WMI [12, 31], is a simple case of the more general account. Therefore, it
is worthwhile to investigate whether this or other accounts of abstraction could emerge
as general-purpose tools that allow us to inspect the conditions under which infinitary
statements reduce to finite computations.
A broader point here is the role abstraction might play in generating explanations
[44]. For example, a user’s understanding of the domain is likely to be different from the
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low-level data that a machine learning system interfaces with [92], and so, abstractions
can capture these two levels in a formal way.
Finally, we turn to the topic of compositionality, which, of course, is closely related
to modularity in that we want to distinct modules to come together to form a complex
composition. Not surprisingly, this is of great concern in AI, as it is widely acknowl-
edged that most AI systems will involve heterogeneous components, some of which
may involve learning from data, and others reasoning, search and symbol manipula-
tion [68]. In continuation with the above discussion, probabilistic programming is one
such endeavor that purports to tackle this challenge by allowing modular components
to be composed over programming and/or logical connectives [40, 27, 85, 67, 32, 76, 16,
11, 46, 5]. (See [71, 34, 64] for ideas in deterministic systems.) However, probabilistic
programming only composes probabilistic computations, but does not offer an obvious
means to capture other types of search-based computations, such as SAT, and integer
and convex programming.
Recall that the computational semantics of probabilistic programs reduces to WMC
[36, 48]. Following works such as [14, 33], an interesting observation made in [52] is
that by appealing to a sum of products computation over different semiring structures,
we can realize a large number of tasks such as satisfiability, unweighted model counting,
sensitivity analysis, gradient computations, in addition to WMC. It was then shown
in [9] that the idea could be generalized further for infinite domains: by defining a
measure on first-order models, WMI and convex optimization can also be captured.
As the underlying language is a logical one, composition can already be defined using
logical connectives. But an additional, more involved, notion of composition is also
proposed, where a sum of products over different semirings can be concatenated. To
reiterate, the general idea behind these proposals [33, 52, 9] is to arrive at a principled
paradigm that allows us to interface learned modules with other types of search and
optimization computations for the compositional building of AI systems. See also [58]
for analogous discussions, but where a different type of coupling for the underlying
computations is suggested. Overall, we observed that a formal apparatus (symbolic,
programmatic and logical artifacts) help us define such compositional constructions by
providing a meta-theory.
5 Conclusions
In this article, we surveyed work that provides further evidence for the connections be-
tween logic and learning. Our narrative was structured in terms of three strands: logic
versus learning, machine learning for logic, and logic for machine learning, but natu-
rally, there was considerable overlap.
We covered a large body of work on what these connections look like, including,
for example, pragmatic concerns such as the use of hard, domain-specific constraints
and background knowledge, all of which considerably eases the requirement that all of
the agent’s knowledge should be derived from observations alone. (See discussions in
[61] on the limitations of learned behavior, for example.) Where applicable, we placed
an emphasis on how extensions to infinite domains are possible. In the very least, log-
ical artifacts can help in constraining, simplifying and/or composing machine learning
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entities, and in providing a principled way to study the underlying representational and
computational issues.
In general, this type of work could help us move beyond the narrow focus of the
current learning literature so as to deal with time, space, abstraction, causality, quan-
tified generalizations, relational abstractions, unknown domains, unforeseen examples,
among other things, in a principled fashion. In fact, what is being advocated is the tack-
ling of problems that symbolic logic and machine learning might struggle to address
individually. One could even think of the need for a recursive combination of strands
2 and 3: purely reactive components interact with purely cogitative elements, but then
those reactive components are learned against domain constraints, and the cogitative
elements are induced from data, and so on. More broadly, making progress towards
a formal realization of System 1 versus System 2 processing might also contribute to
our understanding of human intelligence, or at least capture human-like intelligence in
automated systems.
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